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The harsh environmental conditions require incisive designs that respond to irregular loading from strong 
winds, heavy snowfalls, avalanche risk zones, and extreme cold. These phenomena are often instantaneous, 
sudden, and unpredictable. Risk of  severe weather increases the vulnerability of  human habitation to natural 
surroundings. Housing, in particular, must achieve levels of  self-sufficiency in such environments in order 
to decrease dependency upon external infrastructure networks that can be severed during periods of  harsh 
weather. At the same time, complications in material provision and inaccessible, remote terrain introduce 
ideas of  prefabrication and economy of  construction within these very particular contexts. Designing living 
environments must therefore consolidate solutions to scarcity, inaccessibility, and self-sufficiency with 
innovation particular to extreme climates. The existing dichotomy between vernacular housing traditions and 
the latest innovation in building technology establishes an interesting terrain for the design of  comfortable 
living environments in the most harsh weather conditions.

In the first part of  the year we will investigate small scale architectural solutions and responses within 
extreme climatic conditions. Students will research traditional building designs that respond to risks 
associated with avalanches, heavy snowfalls, strong winds, and low temperatures. As an introduction to 
building in these conditions, the studio will construct several prototypical designs of  a ‘smallest-possible 
habitable unit’ that will offer a temporary living space for up to 8 mountaineers, hikers and researchers. The 
process will involve structural engineer (for the design of  minimal foundations, lightweight structure for 
simple transportation, wind and avalanche resistance, etc.) and elements of  sustainable architecture (zero 
energy concept, self-sufficiency, intelligent building skins, vernacular building traditions, etc.) and produce 
a shelter with strict design constraints, minimum energy consumption, minimum envelope exposure, 
lightweight structure, and adherence to limits of  remote transportation (helicopter, etc.). The prototype will 
be given a site on the peak of  a mountain exposed to the most severe weather conditions.

The unit will in the second part transition to larger scale housing designs in a similar harsh climate. Students 
will select the extreme areas that call for temporary living. Aggregations of  the prototype will be assembled 
and further research explored through the topics of  self-sufficiency and prefabrication. The aim will be 
to create comfortable settlement that encourages social relations, respects the environment, has minimum 
impact to the nature and is optimized to the extreme climate challenges and potentials.
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HOUSING AND 
CLIMATIC
CHALLENGES
The extreme climatic conditions of  the 
North introduce a design paradox for 
architects. The fragile environmental 
conditions require incisive designs that 
respond to irregular loading from strong 
winds, heavy snowfalls, avalanche risk 
zones, and extreme cold. These phenomena 
are often instantaneous, sudden, and 
unpredictable. Risk of  severe weather 
increases the vulnerability of  human 
habitation to the natural surroundings. 
Housing, in particular, must achieve levels 
of  self-sufficiency in such environments in 
order to decrease dependency upon external 
infrastructure networks that can be severed 
during periods of  harsh weather. At the same 
time, complications in material provision 
and inaccessible, remote terrain introduce 
ideas of  prefabrication and economy of  
construction within these very particular 
contexts. Designing living environments 
must therefore consolidate solutions to 
scarcity, inaccessibility, and self-sufficiency 
with innovation particular to extreme 
climates. The existing dichotomy between 
vernacular housing traditions and the latest 
innovation in building technology establishes 
an interesting terrain for the design of  
comfortable living environments in the most 
harsh weather conditions. 
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INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION

LIVING IN EXTrEME ENVIrONMENTS

Within a context of  extreme risk to environmental 
forces, it is important to design buildings within the 
system that the surrounding natural environment 
has mandated. Responding to environmental flows 
is not only a protective measure benefitting future 
generations in the midst of  dramatic climate shifts- 
it also translates into a matter of  immediate life 
safety for housing existing populations. 

In such an extreme environment, the design of  liv-
ing environments must integrate structural, environ-
mental, and planning considerations to consolidate 
environmental conditions within the chosen archi-
tectural language. New cross-disciplinary tools can 
help to inform comprehensive solutions to a com-
plex design challenge. 

Confrontations between manmade systems and 
environmental systems often result in temporary 
shortages of  essential services for dwellings in the 
North, for example in the case of  power blackouts 
and severed transportation of  necessary material 
goods. In response to these deficiencies, the design 
of  remote settlements in the North must be con-
structed in accordance with ideas of  self-sufficiency 
and supplementary, back-up energy systems. Many 
vernacular building traditions can serve as a refer-
ence for designing environments that are self-suf-
ficient and sustainable within the extreme climatic 
conditions challenging human habitation in the 
North.

CLIMATIC CHALLENGES
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MOUNTAINOUS ArCTIC TErrITOrIES

BUILDING IN AVALANCHE rISK ZONES

Northern settlements have suffered a history of  
material destruction as well as death and injury on 
account of  avalanche catastrophes. High-speed 
currents of  snow have blocked access to these 
settlements, annihilated buildings, and buried entire 
communities in their paths. It is important to avoid 
designing in avalanche high risk zones, but in some 
areas of  development positioned at important trad-
ing points or economic centers, it may be difficult 
to completely avoid building in areas susceptible to 
some avalanche risk. 

In the event of  an avalanche, building design must 
be capable of  withstanding extreme and concen-
trated lateral forces. Streamlined designs parallel to 
these forces as well as reinforced foundation design 
can reduce a building’s vulnerability to small-scale 
avalanches. Vernacular building traditions in the 
North provide references for designing in a similar 
environmental context today. Traditional building 
forms, as well as structural design, for example, 
both address important considerations for construc-
tion within avalanche risk zones. 

The design of  the surrounding site must also 
consider access to the building in the case of  heavy 
snow and avalanches. Accessibility for buildings can 
be completely blocked if  site planning has not been 
carefully considered in response to climatic condi-
tions and avalanche risk. Challenges facing both site 
planning and architectural design must be met with 
innovative solutions that can protect against often 
unexpected climatic disasters. 

ArCTIC TErrITOrIESCLIMATIC CHALLENGES
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EXTrEME 
WEATHEr
PrOTECTION
Avalanches pose a variety of  threats to 
human habitation. Different types of  
avalanches occur in different terrains and 
contexts and can be understood as unique 
reactions to unique environments. 

This section will analyze traditional building 
designs in their response to risks associated 
with avalanches, heavy snowfalls, strong 
winds, and extreme cold. Various formal 
solutions have been developed to respond 
to avalanche risk- solutions both integrated 
with building design and solutions that act as 
separate, isolated structures.

CHAPTEr 2
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AVALANCHE TYPES

Loose Snow Avalanches
Loose snow avalanches refer to a form of  avalanche 
occurred by a small amount of  snow with little 
internal cohesion that causes more snow to go 
downhill. They involve just the upper layers of  
snow most of  the time and therefore result in small 
local sloughs that are relatively harmless.3 However, 
based on the terrain, they can also be large and 
destructive. For example, wet loose snow avalanches, 
although similar to dry loose avalanches, can be very 
damaging due to their high density.4 Loose snow 
avalanches typically form on slopes of  35 degrees 
or higher, areas in persistent sub-zero temperatures 
with low humidity and moderate snowfall.5 Triggers 
for this type of  avalanche are most often known to 
be snow overloading, common during or just after 
a snowstorm, or warming, triggered by rain, rising 
temperatures, or solar radiation.6 

Slab Avalanches
Slab avalanches are the most dangerous types of  
avalanches.7 They are caused by a mass of  cohesive 
snow that breaks away from an underlying weak layer 
and travels down the mountainside.8 Slab avalanches 
occur as a result of  structural weaknesses within 
layers of  snow when a relatively strong, cohesive 
snow layer overlies weaker snow and is not well 
bonded to the underlying layer. These weaknesses 
can form when changes in temperature or multiple 
snowfalls result in a significant change in the 
thickness and type of  snow cover.9 The interface 
between layers of  snow can fail due to natural causes 
like earthquakes, blizzards, temperature changes or 
other seismic movement as well as human activities.10

Cornice Collapse
A cornice is an overhanging edge of  snow mass 
formed by wind blowing snow over a ridge crest or 
the sides of  a gully. The weight of  a falling cornice 
can trigger bigger snow avalanches as it hits the 
wind-loaded snow pillow.11 Cornices tend to become 
unstable during storms with the high winds, or 
during times of  rapid warming.12

Ice Fall Avalanches
Sudden fall of  broken glacier ice can create an 
avalanche of  ice which can further trigger other 
types of  avalanches as well. Ice fall avalanches are 
unpredictable as it is hard to know when ice falls are 
imminent.13 Despite common belief, it is difficult to 
find its correlation to temperature, time of  day, or 
other typical avalanche factors.14

AVALANCHE TErrAIN fACTOrS

Main factors that influence avalanche conditions are 
slope angle, slope aspect, and terrain. Slope shape, 
vegetation cover, elevation, and path history can also 
be relevant. 

Slope angle is one of  the most significant 
determining factors. Avalanches most often occur 
on slopes from 35 to 60 degrees. They are less 
likely to form on lesser slopes because the force of  
gravity is not sufficient enough to trigger movement 
on the weak layers. For slope angles above 70º, the 
snow tends to slough off  and does not have the 
opportunity to accumulate.15 

Slope aspect describes the direction a slope with 
respect to the wind and sun. Leeward slopes, 
referring to slopes facing away from wind, can 
be problematic because the wind-deposited snow 
increases the stress and enhances slab formation. 
Intense direct sunlight can weaken the bonds 
between the snow grains increasing instability within 
the snow layers. However, shaded slopes are also 
potentially dangerous because the weak layers may be 
held in an unstable state for a longer time.16

Avalanche paths are usually determined by local 
terrain features. The path consists of  three parts: the 
starting zone, the track, and the run-out zone. The 
starting zone is where the snow breaks loose and 
starts sliding. This usually occurs near the top of  a 
canyon, bowl, or ridge with steep slopes between 25 
and 50 degrees where there is a significant amount 
of  snowfall. The track is the actual path followed 
by an avalanche. Although tracks can have milder 
slopes, between 15 and 30 degrees, this is where 
the snow avalanche will reach maximum velocity 

and mass. Tracks can branch or converge, posing 
potential threats, especially when multiple releases 
share a run-out zone. The run-out zone is a gentler 
slope at the base of  the path where the avalanche 
slows down and concludes in the form of  snow and 
debris deposition.17

UrBAN AVALANCHES

Avalanche fatalities are most common in areas where 
winter sports are popular. Skiers, snowmobilers and 
snowboarders accept avalanches as a recreational 
hazard but events of  avalanches involving 
interference with infrastructures have proven to be 
particularly deadly. In many of  these cases, both 
residents and officials were aware of  a risk of  an 
impending avalanche, but the avalanche occurred 
before any decisive action could be taken.18 

AVALANCHE TYPES

EXTrEME WEATHEr PrOTECTION
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loose snow avalanches

slab avalanches

MOUNTAINOUS ArCTIC TErrITOrIES
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TrADITIONAL METHODS fOr SNOW PrOTECTION

SNOW DrIfTING

Snow is deposited on the lee (downwind) side of  
hills or in downwind depressions. Snow drifts form 
when the flow of  wind is interrupted by obstacles 
or barriers. The snow is swept away in areas of  high 
wind speeds and deposited when wind speeds drop, 
often some distance behind the object. Obstacles 
and barriers can be in the form of  hedges, trees, 
fences, buildings, and even snow deposited from 
snow removal processes.19 After time, snow drifting 
will form a streamlined enclosure and will not build 
up further so long as the wind direction and flow re-
mains the same and the surface of  the snow is lower 
than surrounding obstacles.20

Siting
Snow drifts are usually minimized at the peaks of  
exposed hills due to high wind speeds. It is good 
practice to position buildings, roads, and parking 
areas on higher points to reduce snow drifting. An 
added 4-6 feet can drastically reduce the amount of  
snow deposited. Siting on the leeward side of  hills 
will result in greater challenges from deposited snow. 

Orientation
The long side of  the building should be parallel to 
the direction of  prevailing winds in order to mini-
mize snow drifting.  Internal corners and outside 
projections of  a building’s envelope will cause 
changes in wind flow and irregular distribution of  
snow. 

Elevation
Although an expensive solution, snow drifting can 
be prevented by elevating the building on stilts above 
the surface of  snow.  The footprint of  the building 
is usually kept clear by wind so long as no additional 
obstacles change the wind flow.. 

Organizing Groups of  Buildings
Drifting caused by individual buildings can accumu-
late to form one large deposit when these individual 
buildings are organized in groups.  To prevent large-
scale  accumulation, buildings can be organized in 
long rows, parallel to prevailing winds with the short 
ends of  the buildings close together.21

chapter 2
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SNOW fENCES

Collector Fences
Fences must be arranged perpendicular to the direc-
tion of  the prevailing winds. Winds will slow after 
passing the fence, causing wind-blown snow to 
settle before reaching the site. Most of  the snow will 
be  deposited behind the fence, so the fence should 
be positioned a great enough distance to avoid snow 
accumulation in the area surrounding the building.  
Fences should be positioned approximately 15 times 
the fence height from the building volume.  A de-
crease in solid fence area will produce a longer and 
shallower the drift.  Open fences with a density ratio 
between 40 and 60 percent have maximum collect-
ing capacity. Two rows of  fences between 4-6  feet 
are usually more cost-effective than a higher fence.  
If  space is limited, a more solid collector fence 
can be placed before the building to cause greater 
accumulation in front of  the fence as opposed to 
behind.  Solid fences require stronger and more ex-
pensive foundations and can result in strong winds 
keeping the area behind the fence clear of  snow.22  

Blower Fences
The wind passing below the fence is accelerated 
and the snow behind the fence is cleared up to an 
approximate distance of  20 feet. Blower fences are 
most often used in preventing snow accumulation 
behind ridges and depressions.  The incline of  the 
fence should be similar to the lee side of  the depres-
sion, but not less than 30 degrees.23  

Deflector Fences
8-10 feet high fences can deflect the wind to cause 
accelerated winds behind the fence and the ero-
sion of  snow.  In the case of  changing winds, the 
positioning of  deflector fences should be such that 
they do not act as collector fences and deposit snow 
close to the building.24
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POSITIONING THE BUILDING

The walls facing a descending avalanche must be 
constructed in the correct form and with adequate 
strength to resist the applied force of  an avalanche. 
The larger the surface of  the resisting wall, the 
larger the pressure this wall will be exposed to in 
the event of  an avalanche. Therefore, it is ideal to 
position the building in a way so as to minimize the 
length of  the impact surface. For example, when a 
wall is perpendicular to the avalanche direction, it 
must bear the entire kinetic force of  this avalanche, 
while orientating the walls differently lessens the 
required strength of  resistance. Acute angles or 
curved forms are also capable of  splitting the 
course of  a descending avalanche and reducing the 
applied force.
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fOrMAL SOLUTIONS

a reinforced substructure that anchores the building to 
the ground

a splitting-wedge on the avalanche side of the building

the less e�cient way

the less e�cient way

integrating the building into the slope

a reinforced substructure that anchores the building to 
the ground

a splitting-wedge on the avalanche side of the building

the less e�cient way

the less e�cient way

integrating the building into the slope
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WEDGE fOrMS

Structures with strength equal to the kinetic force of  
avalanches in the form of  dams, walls, galleries, and 
deflecting walls can deviate, divide, or channel an 
avalanche. These protective structures can be built 
against isolated buildings or constructed in their 
immediate vicinity in order to divide an avalanche 
and alter its track to avoid the building.25 A stone 
wedge positioned on the hill-ward side of  a building 
is a traditional avalanche proofing method with a 
long history. The interior angle of  the wedge should 
not exceed 60 degrees in order to effectively split 
the avalanche. The sides of  the wedge must be long 
enough to prevent snow from eddying and engulfing 
the protected building.26

DEVIATING WALLS

Deviating walls are intended to alter the path of  an 
avalanche. Their deviating capacity is relative to their 
height as well as the gradient of  the slope and the 
angle of  deviation.27

Deviating walls can be most effective when they 
raise the edges of  a natural depression or gully and 
preventing the avalanche from leaving the already-
existing channel. Similar to wedge forms, the angle 
of  deviation should not be greater than 30 degrees. 
A smaller angle of  deviation will reduce the applied 
force of  the avalanche that the deviating structure 
must resist.28

PArTIALLY BELOW-GrADE CONSTrUCTION

Another long-established method for protecting 
living spaces from avalanches is to build houses that 
are embedded into the hillside. In semi-subterranean 
construction, roofs are traditionally flat or follow the 
sloping angle of  the terrain, allowing the avalanche 
to flow over the building without causing great 
damage to the building. In this case, the roof  and the 
wall structure must be reinforced in order to bear the 
weight of  the snow. Vernacular traditions of  partially 
below-grade construction can be reinterpreted in 
various ways in contemporary design.
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STrUCTUrAL SOLUTIONS

EXAMPLES Of GOOD HILLSIDE PrACTICE
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COMPONENTS Of GOOD HILLSIDE DESIGN

- Pier footings into rock
- Retaining walls
- Drainage of  the rainwater
- A curved wall or acute angle to take the avalanche 
charge (not a wall perpendicular to the charge)

- Retaining the vegetation
- No backfilling
- Half  underground buildings
- Very resistant roof  with a special shape
- Roof  with the same angle as the slope

- Positioning the building along the axes of  the ava  
  lanche direction for decreasing the impact surface
- No bedrooms on the lower floors on the side of   
   houses that face hazardous slopes29
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EXAMPLES Of POOr HILLSIDE PrACTICE
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1. EXErCISE: PrOTOTYPE

Explorations of  prototypical designs 
of  a ‘smallest-possible habitable unit’ 
explore modern translations of  traditional 
construction strategies in the extreme 
North. The shelter will be programmed for 
mountaineers and hikers seeking shelter in 
remote locations and at high altitudes and 
it is designed to withstand harsh winter 
conditions. 

The prototype will be given a real site in the 
Rombon mountain, on the border between  
in Italy and Slovenia, a location that faces 
severe winter weather. The alpine shelter 
will be accessed primarily in the summer 
months. However, the design must be also 
be accessible during the winter months. The 
building must be self-sufficient, independent 
from external energy sources, for example, 
which may fail in harsh winter weather. 
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1. EXERCISE: PROTOTYPE

PUrPOSE

The prototypical design will investigate architectural 
solutions in extreme climatic conditions as well as 
traditional building designs that respond to risks 
associated with avalanches, heavy snowfalls, strong 
winds, and extreme cold. The shelter will be given a 
real site on the peak of  a mountain exposed to the 
harshest climatic conditions.

fUNCTIONALITY

The prototype unit will accommodate up to 8 
people, offering space for sleeping and cooking, 
and designed as a ‘smallest-possible-habitable unit’. 
Even in extreme weather conditions, it will provide 
a safe shelter for mountaineers and hikers for 
durations of  one to three days. The unit should be 
self-sufficient without the need for external electrical 
and heating supply networks and it must minimize 
future maintenance costs. It can make use of  both 
primitive or vernacular building practices as well as 
advanced technology to achieve designs with full 
self-sufficiency and zero site impact. 

DESIGN CONSTrAINTS

The process will involve structural engineers and 
elements of  sustainable architecture (intelligent 
building skins, etc) to produce a shelter with strict 
design constraints. 

The shelter must be designed for easy 
transportation, low maintenance, and harsh weather 
conditions. The volume must weigh less than 1800 
kg to be transported via helicopter to the destination 
site. If  it is heavier, it can be transported as a series 
of  smaller parts that can be easily assembled on site. 
Designs must enable low maintenance throughout 
the shelter’s lifespan since the unit will be isolated 
from any other man-made construction and will not 
have access to electricity or heating. The shelter will 
also be built in an area susceptible to harsh weather 
conditions. It must be resilient in the case of  
avalanches, heavy snowfalls, rainfalls, and ice storms 
and have the capacity to carry heavy snow loads.

INTrODUCTION
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LOCATION

Rombon is a beautiful mountain north from small 
town Bovec. The highest peak is Veliki Vrh 2208 
metres above sea level1. This is a paradise for hikers 
and mountaineers. A lot of  deep caves are explored 
every year from different international teams. Čehi 
II with 1,502 metres2 is the deepest known cave 
in Slovenia. The entrance of  cave lies south of  
Hudi Vršič on Rombon. Rombon was important 
mountain in the WW1. Soldiers were fighting and 
dying here on Isonzo front. Many battle remains 
have survived on Rombon untouched since the end 
of  WW1. There is no shelter on Rombon now. The 
proposed site for the bivouac is at an elevation of  
2000 metres along the trail from Prevala to Rombon. 
From here you can see an amazing views to Triglav, 
Soča valley, and many mountains in Julian Alps. It 
is a destination centre for hikers, climbers, cavers, 
mountaineers, visitors to the battlefields in all 
seasons.

PrOGrAM NEEDS

The area of  Rombon and Kanin is known for 
rainfall and snow records. In winter time can fall 
more than 10 meters of  snow. Strong rainstorm hits 
this place - rainfall record in Bovec for one day is 
363 litres of  rain per meter squared. Earthquakes 
occasionally occur. The bivouac shall withstand all 
this.

CLIMATE

Winter climatic conditions are very harsh at the 
altitude of  the site location. Snow cover exists for 
more than half  of  the year. In winter, the depth of  
snow cover in the area may reach several meters. The 
average temperature of  the year is close to 0 °C. In 
summer, the average temperature rises close to 8-10 
°C and in winter drops to -6 °C, but colder days may 
reach temperatures less than -20°C3. 

SITE CONDITIONS
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DESIGN
ELEMENTS

Designing in extreme weather must 
confront several technological challenges 
which involve knowledge and skills across a 
variety of  professions. Structural engineers 
and elements of  sustainable architecture 
(intelligent building skins, etc) can help to 
meet the rigid design constraints defined by 
minimum energy consumption, minimum 
space allocation, and minimum envelope 
exposure. 

CHAPTEr 2
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TrANSPOrTATION

Structural design must be lightweight in order to 
facilitate easy transportation to remote locations 
that may not have automobile access. Transport 
by helicopter is common practice where other 
vehicular modes of  transportation are not possible 
or hazardous. In these cases, transportation and 
construction must occur outside of  winter months, 
when weather conditions are more favorable for 
flying.

Structural systems must also be consolidated 
within the building’s volume where possible to 
allow compact movement and transportation. A 
higher degree of  prefabrication and reduced on-
site assembly will also reduce the complications 
associated with building on steep and uneven terrain.  
This also reduces the necessary transportation 
of  construction workers, materials, and tools for 
assembly. 

Shelters can be transported as a whole or in 
numerous parts. However, increasing the number of  
parts will also increase the on-site construction and 
expense of  the building. Prefabrication allows greater 
quality control outside of  a hazardous and an uneven 
construction site. 

MODULAr CONSTrUCTION

When the building design allows for repetitive 
module sizes and design, the detailing for 
the structure becomes simplified and more 
efficient. Modularized designs can follow several 
configurations, some of  which are outlined below.

Four-sided module
This type of  modular construction is a closed 
cellular unit that is environmentally separate and 
independent from adjacent units. The module is 
transported as a whole, and as a result, volume 
and dimensioning of  the units are determined by 
transportation and installation restrictions. In the 
case of  transportation by helicopter, for example, 
design must conform to compact volumes and 
minimal, lightweight structural systems.  Four-

sided modules are commonly manufactured with 
wall components attached to the floor component. 
Additional steel angles can be recessed at corner 
joints for lifting or increased stability. For smaller 
buildings, the shear resistance of  the module 
enclosure provides enough structural support for 
the volumes. Taller buildings may require additional 
bracing systems.39

Open-sided module
For larger spaces, partially open-sided modules may 
be assembled together. Additional bracing may be 
necessary at openings and the maximum size of  the 
opening is determined by the stiffness of  the edge 
beam. In some cases, shear resistance of  the modules 
is lowered, but construction using partially open-
sided modules can typically reach a height of  6 to 
10 stories.  Completely open-sided modules allow 
wider spaces, but require additional X bracing in 
partition walls and are usually restricted to low-rise 
construction less than 3 stories.40

AffIXMENT

Small buildings can be raised off  of  a steep slope 
or embedded within it. When a foundation wall is 
embedded within a hillside, it is important to provide 
sufficient anchorage, reinforcement, backfill, and 
drainage to prevent the wall from collapsing or 
toppling over. 

The most secure foundations will fix the building 
to bedrock whether at the ground surface or below 
loose rock or soil. If  grade conditions are susceptible 
to freeze-thaw action, it is important to fix the 
building to a more secure and stable ground layer. 

If  footings and foundations are designed with 
enough strength and security, large cantilevers are 
possible. However, designs must determine and 
consider extreme and maximum wind and/or snow 
loads. In the case of  strong winds and lateral forces, 
buildings can also be tied down with cables or 
structural steel to provide additional lateral stability. 

Traditional construction is sometimes built above 
grade using a stone foundation. However, if  the 

foundation is not tied to bedrock below, the form of  
the building and site positioning must be carefully 
considered so as not to expose the building to 
extreme lateral forces applied by strong winds or 
avalanches.

MATErIALS

Steel modular construction allows for longer 
spans when compared to wood-framed modular 
construction. Where additional strength is required, 
steel cross bracing, knee braces, moment frames, or 
shear wall panels are all options for reinforcement. 
Steel construction facilitates easier and stronger 
connections and is more likely to accommodate mate 
line connections between modular units.41

As in all construction, material components must be 
compatible in order to resist corrosion and decay. 
Alpine shelters in particular are exposed to risk 
of  premature weathering due to extreme weather 
conditions and lengthy exposure to snow, wind, 
and rain. The use of  steel also offers the advantage 
of  consistency of  material properties and resulting 
durability and long-term behavior. 

JULIAN ALPS, SLOVENIA
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* Please see attached addendum for detailed 
information on intelligent building skin.

BUILDING SKIN
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trailer

train cabin

boat house

MINIMUM LIVING SPACE DESIGN

Minimum space design is characteristic of  a variety 
of  living spaces - for boats, motor caravans, trains, 
etc., where available space is limited. This design 
approach can also be advantageous for economic or 
functional reasons. Minimum space design has also 
developed a kind of  minimalist design aesthetic that 
both reinforces and is derived from economic and 
functional efficiency. 

At the beginning of  the 20th century, spatial 
efficiency became an increasingly important topic 
of  discussion in relation to the housing question. 
Immediate demand for housing in the post-war 
period led to economy of  design and a scientific 
approach to architecture as a means to determine 
the minimum requirements of  life. Particularly 
at the end of  the 1920’s, the social and economic 
situation led many architects to think about the 
question of  Existenzminimum; while designing 
minimal and standardized apartments for the 
working class. Existenzminimum was defined in terms 
of  the minimal acceptable floor space, density, 
fresh air, access to green space, access to transit, 
etc. required to support life and create a habitable 
dwelling. During the same period, the aspiration 
for a more simple, rational, and efficient living 
model was expressed in Le Corbusier’s house as “a 
machine for living in”. 

Continued reflection on minimum living spaces has 
been developed by various architects throughout 
the past half  century.  Efforts in making living 
environments more functional, for example, have 
led to the evolution of  ergonomics as a new 
scientific field in order to maximize spatial efficiency 
and well-being. With continued densification of  
contemporary cities, multi-functional designs have 
also led to a reduction in necessary allocation of  
space. 

JULIAN ALPS, SLOVENIA

LE MODULOr, LE COrBUSIEr

The name, Le Modulor, is derived from a combina-
tion of  words module and nombre d’or (the golden 
ratio). Le Corbusier used the Modulor system to 
combine two scales: the Anglo Saxon foot and inch 
with the French Metric system.42 He overlaid human 
measurements, Fibonacci numbers, and the golden 
ratio to produce what he considered a universal 
system of  measurement easily adapted by archi-
tectural and mechanical professions. The Modulor 
scale is represented by a human figure drawn next to 
two vertical measurements. The red series is derived 
from the navel height of  a man, 1.13 m. Dividing or 
multiplying the series with the golden ratio (1.618) 

PETIT CABANON

Le Corbusier’s research surrounding the minimum 
living space culminated in a holiday cabin he con-
structed for himself  and his wife at Cap-Martin, 
in Southern-France in 1952. For eighteen years, 
he spent his summer holidays there. Le Corbusier 
described his wooden cabin as a palace: “I have a 
chateau on the Côte d’Azur …,” he said, “It’s ex-
travagant in comfort and gentleness.”45  

The size of  this living unit is 366 x 366 cm with 
226 cm of  height. The construction reveals a rich, 
logical, and harmonious composition with modest 
dimensions.46 This cell contains minimal furniture- 

CAPSULE TOWEr, KISHO KUrOKAWA

The Nakagin Capsule Tower, completed in 1972, 
is an existing remnant of  Metabolism, a post-war 
Japanese architectural movement that combines 
ideas of  mega-structures and organic growth. The 
building was the world’s first example of  capsule 
architecture built for permanent and practical use. 
Capsule design and the aggregation of  the units into 
a mega-structure resonate with other works of  liber-
ated architecture from the late 1960’s.47  

Kisho Kurokawa’s building is composed of  two 
interconnected concrete towers, with 140 prefab-
ricated capsules, each of  which is a self-contained 

two beds, a table with a pivot foot, fitted ward-
robes, two wooden blocks used as chairs, and a 
small round stainless steel sink and toilet. There 
are also vents and paintings by the author on the 
walls and ceiling. The unit does not include a 
kitchen or a shower. The dimensions of  the space 
and the built-in wooden furniture are strictly 
based on the proportions of  Le Modulor. The 
cabin was a practical application of  his idea “Po-
etry is a phenomenon of  a rigorous precision”. 

generates all the other elements of  the series that 
also correspond to the dimensions of  the body. 
The blue series is based on the full height of  a 
man, 2.26m, or double the navel height.43 Ergo-
nomic heights that Le Corbusier defined using his 
Modulor include 226 cm (the height of  a ceil-
ing), 113 cm (the height of  a counter), 86 cm (the 
height of  a kitchen element), 70 cm (the height 
of  a table), 43 cm (the height of  a chair), among 
many others. Le Corbusier described this system 
as a “range of  harmonious measurements to suit 
the human scale, universally applicable to archi-
tecture and to mechanical things.” 44

unit. Each capsule is installed into one of  the two 
main shafts by four high-tension bolts and there-
fore is replaceable. Each capsule measures 230 × 
380 cm with a height of  210 cm and functions as 
a small living or office space.48 Larger spaces can 
be formed by connecting and combining the cap-
sules. The compact apartments contain a single 
wall of  appliances and cabinets which includes a 
kitchen stove, refrigerator, and television. A bath-
room unit, about the size of  an aircraft lavatory, is 
set into the opposite corner.
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Aggregations will explore various sites 
and programs. The topics and sites can 
be proposed by the students or selected 
between: creating refuge on Piton the Neiges 
mountain, Reunion Island, shelter systems on 
mount Everest, movable units for the native 
community in North America...

PArT 3   

2. EXErCISE: AGGrEGATION



rEfUGE IN 
rEUNION ISLAND

Piton des Neiges, Reunion is a Pilgrim 
Mountain of  Indian Ocean. Indeed, this 
volcano is responsible for creating two-thirds 
of  the island and represents the highest peak 
at 3071 meters above sea level. 

The volcano, which has long been extinct, 
fascinates with its majestic presence in the 
center of  the island. The highest point on 
Reunion Island gives the opportunity to 
explore wonderful and unspoiled nature and 
because of  this, it attracts a lot of  tourist and 
hikers every year.

A refuge that allows tourist to enjoy this 
beautiful mountain not only has to deal with 
the extreme humidity and weather condition 
but also has to be integrated into a landscape 
which still preserves its natural features.



EVErEST 
SUSTAINABLE 
SHELTEr 
In 1953, Edmund Hillary and Tenzing 
Norgay became the first people to 
successfully reach the summit of  Mount 
Everest.
Since then, thousands of  adventurers have 
followed in the expedition’s footsteps and 
now,  hundreds of  climbers crowd the 
world’s highest mountain every season.

Too many people produce a big amount of  
garbage like leftover camping meals, beer, 
tents, and even human poo so lately Everest 
has been described as “the world’s highest 
garbage dump”.

A shelter system “on top of  the world” 
which would provide a refuge for climbers 
and at the same time manage the human 
garbage could be the architectural solution 
that gives Everest back its majesty.



1. 

NATIVES frOM THE 
NOrTH

The transition from indigenous to Western 
control of  North America has transformed 
the culture, economy, and architecture 
of  the region from a nomadic, trade-
based civilization housed in temporal, 
communal structures into a series of  
permanent industrial cities articulated by 
generic suburban homes. Today, North 
America’s uprooted native population are 
still dealing with the aftermath and face 
issues of  poverty, powerlessness, and cultural 
fragmentation. Replacing a landscape of  
igloos, tents, fish racks, and communal 
housing, native homes today are largely 
government-funded, cheaply constructed, 
Western-style single-family homes whose 
designs fail to adequately acknowledge the 
specific challenges of  the North American 
climate, including seasonal transformation, 
community, daylight, and coldness.

A nomads living unit has to be an 
architectural solution that provides an 
adequate movable home for the nomadic 
population.  
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